Let K be the scalar field of real numbers or complex numbers and L 0 (F , K) the algebra of equivalence classes of K−valued random variables defined on a probability space (Ω, F , P ). In this paper, we first characterize the algebraic structure of finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-modules and then combining the recently developed separation theorem in random locally convex modules we prove the Helly theorem in random normed modules with the countable concatenation property under the framework of random conjugate spaces at the same time a simple counterexample shows that it is necessary to require the countable concatenation property. By the way,we also give an application to the existence problem of the random solution of a system of random linear functional equations.
Introduction and main results
In 1942, K. Menger thought that the distance between two points in a real space is random and so he presented a probabilistic generalization of a classical metric space, namely the notion of a probabilistic metric space (briefly, a P M space) in which the distance between two points is described by a probability distribution function. Subsequently, the theory of P M spaces was founded and deeply developed by B. Schweizer and A. Sklar [1] . Following K. Menger's idea, A. N. Serstnev presented the notion of a probabilistic normed space (briefly, a P N space) in 1962, then in 1993 C. Alsina, B. Schweizer and A. Sklar redefined P N spaces in a more general way in [2] and in 1997 they and C. Sempi presented the notion of a probabilistic inner product space (briefly, a P IP space) in [3] . P N spaces are usually endowed with a natural topology, called the (ε, λ)-topology, so that they are metrizable linear topological spaces under a mild condition [4] , see [5] [6] [7] for the closely related studies of P N spaces. Since P N spaces are rarely locally convex spaces, for example, Menger P N spaces under a t-norm other than the t-norm Min are not locally convex spaces in general, even they do not admit a nontrival continuous linear functional, and so the theory of traditional conjugate spaces universally fails to serve for the deep development of P N spaces. Considering the fundamental importance of the theory of traditional conjugate spaces in functional analysis, a natural problem is: whether does there exist a proper probabilistic generalization of the theory of traditional conjugate spaces which perfectly matches the theory of general P N spaces? As stated in [8] , this problem is still an open and challenging problem. Actually, in the last 15 years the development of random metric theory is closely related to this problem, in fact, this problem has been satisfactorily solved within random metric theory [9] .
Random metric theory originated from the theory of probabilistic metric spaces. The random distance between two points in an original random metric space (briefly, an RM space) is a nonnegative random variable defined on some probability space [1, Chapter 9] , similarly, the random norm of a vector in an original random normed space (briefly, an RN space) is a nonnegative random variable defined on some probability space [1, Chapter 15] . The development of RN spaces in the direction of functional analysis led us to present the new versions of an RM and RN space in [10] , where the random distances or random norms are defined to be the equivalence classes of nonnegative random variables according to the new versions. Since an RN space under the (ε, λ)-topology is not a locally convex space in general, the theory of traditional conjugate spaces universally fails to serve for the theory of RN spaces. Based on the new version of an RN space we presented a definitive definition of the random conjugate space for an RN space, further the deep development of the theory of random conjugate spaces led us to present the notion of a random normed module (briefly, an RN module) in [10] , which is the elaboration of the notion of the original RN module introduced in [11] . With the notions of RN modules and their random conjugate spaces at hand, we have developed deeply and systematically the theory of RN modules under the (ε, λ)-topology [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . An interesting phenomenon is: some classical theorems such as the Riesz's representation theorem in Hilbert spaces and the James theorem in Banach spaces still hold in complete random inner product modules (briefly, RIP modules) and complete RN modules, respectively [13, 15] , whereas the others such as the classical Banach-Alaoglu theorem and Banach-Bourbaki-Kakutani-Šmulian theorem do not universally hold in our random setting [16] .
The classical Helly theorem [17] , as one of the basic theorems in functional analysis, is a powerful tool for the study of a system of linear functional equations, which says that if X is a normed space over the scalar field K, f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n are any given bounded linear functionals on X, α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α n are any given constants in K and β is any given nonnegative number, then for any positive number ε there exists x ε ∈ X such that the following conditions are satisfied (1) f i (x ε ) = α i for any i such that 1 i n,
Then, does the interesting Helly theorem hold in RN modules under the framework of random conjugate spaces? The purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative answer for RN modules with the countable concatenation property. The answer to this problem will involve both the algebraic characterization of finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-Modules (see Theorem 1.1 below) and the recently developed separation theorem in random locally convex modules under the locally L 0 -convex topology (see Lemma 3.4 below). The notion of a random locally convex module was first introduced in [18] and deeply developed under the (ε, λ)-topology in [19, 20] for the further development of the theory of RN modules. In 2009, motivated by financial applications, Filipović, Kupper and Vogelpoth presented in [21] a new topology (called the locally L 0 -convex topology) for a random locally convex module and proved that the theory of a Hausdorff locally L 0 -convex module introduced in [21] is equivalent to the theory of a random locally convex module endowed with the locally L 0 -convex topology. Subsequently, the relations between some basic results derived from the two kinds of topologies were studied in [9] . Now, random locally convex modules and in particular random normed modules together with their random conjugate spaces have been a proper framework for L 0 -convex analysis playing a crucial role in the study of conditional risk measures [22] . As shown in [22] , the (ε, λ)-topology and the locally L 0 -convex topology have their respective advantages and disadvantages and they can complement each other in the study of random locally convex modules, for example, the (ε, λ)-topology is very natural but too weak to ensure that a random locally convex module has even an L 0 -convex open proper subset, whereas the locally L 0 -convex topology is too strong but can guarantee that a random locally convex module has rich L 0 -convex open subsets so that Filipović, Kupper and Vogelpoth can prove a separation theorem [21, Theorem 2.6 ] between the two L 0 -convex subsets if either of them is open in the locally L 0 -convex topology, their result was further generalized to a more general form [9, Theorem 3.15] . Besides a variant of [9, Theorem 3.15 ] (see Lemma 3.4 below), the following key result, namely Theorem 1.1 below, concerning the algebraic characterization of the structure of finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-modules is in particular crucial in this paper.
To introduce the two main results of this paper, we first recall some notation and terminology as follows. Throughout the paper, K always denotes the scalar field R of real numbers or C of complex numbers, (Ω, F , P ) a probability space and L 0 (F , K) the algebra of equivalence classes of K-valued random variables on (Ω, F , P ) under the ordinary addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication operations on equivalence classes. A left module E over the algebra
is called finitely generated if there exist finitely many elements
A is the equivalence class determined by the characteristic function of A. Further, for an F -measurable subset A of Ω, an L 0 (F , K)-module E is said to be free on A if the A-stratification of E is free over the algebraĨ A L 0 (F , K).
for any i and j in {0, 1, 2, · · · , n} and Ω = n i=0 A i . Obviously, for any finite partition {A 0 , A 1 , · · · , A n } of Ω to F , it always holds that an L 0 (F , K)-module E equals n i=0Ĩ A i E, where the right side stands for the direct sum of the submodulesĨ A i E. But for a finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-module E, we can find a useful direct sum decomposition as our first main result of this paper -Theorem 1.1 below -exhibits:
A i E and each such A i is unique in the sense of almost sure equality.
To introduce our second main result of this paper, we first recall from [23] : LetL 0 (F , R) be the set of equivalence classes of extended real-valued random variables on (Ω, F , P ), thenL 0 (F , R) is partially ordered by ξ η if and only if ξ 0 (ω) η 0 (ω) for P -almost all ω in Ω (briefly, a.s.), where ξ 0 and η 0 are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ and η inL 0 (F , R), respectively. Furthermore, every subset H ofL 0 (F , R) has a supremum and infimum, denoted by H and H, respectively. It is also well known from [23] that L 0 (F , R), as a sublattice ofL 0 (F , R), is a complete lattice in the sense that every subset with an upper bound has a supremum.
As usual, ξ > η means ξ η and ξ = η, whereas ξ > η on A means ξ 0 (ω) > η 0 (ω) a.s. on A for any A ∈ F and ξ and η inL 0 (F , R), where ξ 0 and η 0 are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ and η, respectively. Specially, we denote 10, 9] ). An ordered pair (E, · ) is called an RN module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) if E is a left module over the algebra L 0 (F , K) and · is a mapping from E to L 0 + (F ) such that the following three axioms are satisfied:
(1) x = 0 if and only if x = θ (the null element of E);
where the mapping · is called the L 0 -norm on E and x is called the L 0 -norm of a vector x ∈ E. Besides, a mapping · : E → L 0 + (F ) only satisfying (2) and (3) 
f ∈ E * and x ∈ E, and the mapping
* , then it is easy to see that (E * , · * ) is an RN module over K with base (Ω, F , P ), called the random conjugate space of (E, · ).
Definition 1.4 ([9])
. Let E be a left module over the algebra L 0 (F , K). A formal sum Σ n∈NĨAn x n is called a countable concatenation of a sequence {x n , n ∈ N} in E with respect to a countable partition {A n , n ∈ N} of Ω to F . Moreover, a countable concatenation Σ n∈NĨAn x n is well defined or Σ n∈NĨAn x n ∈ E if there is x ∈ E such thatĨ An x =Ĩ An x n , ∀n ∈ N. A subset G of E is called having the countable concatenation property if every countable concatenation Σ n∈NĨAn x n with x n ∈ G for each n ∈ N still belongs to G, namely Σ n∈NĨAn x n is well defined and there exists x ∈ G such that x = Σ n∈NĨAn x n .
We can now state our second main result as follows: Theorem 1.5. Let (E, · ) be an RN module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) such that E has the countable concatenation property,
there exists x ε ∈ E such that the following two conditions are satisfied
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give the proof of Theorem 1.1 together with its two interesting corollaries and in Section 3 we give the proof of Theorem 1.5.
The algebraic structure of finitely generated
For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need another formulation of completeness of the lattice L 0 (F , R). Let us first recall the notions of an essential supremum and infimum of a set of real-valued random variables from [24] : letL 0 (F , R) be the set of extended real-valued random variables on (Ω, F , P ) and H a subset ofL 0 (F , R), ξ ∈L 0 (F , R) is called an essential upper bound for H if η(ω) ξ(ω) P -a.s. for any η ∈ H, in addition if ξ(ω) ξ ′ (ω) P -a.s. for each essential upper bound ξ ′ for H, then the essential upper bound ξ is called an essential supremum for H. Similarly, one can have the notion of an essential infimum. It is well known that every subset H ofL 0 (F , R) has an essential supremum and infimum, denoted by esssupH and essinfH, respectively, and they are unique in the sense of P -a.s. equality. Furthermore, if H is also directed upwards (downwards) then there exists a nondecreasing (nonincreasing) sequence {a n , n ∈ N} (resp., {b n , n ∈ N}) in H such that esssupH =esssup{a n , n ∈ N} (resp., essinfH =essinf{b n , n ∈ N}).
It is easy to see from above that for a nonempty subfamily E of F there uniquely exist A and B in F in the sense of P-a.s. equality such that I A =esssup{I E | E ∈ E} and I B =essinf{I E | E ∈ E}, such an A and B are called an essential supremum and infimum of E, denoted by esssupE and essinfE, respectively.
In the sequel of this paper, we make the following convention: if I A denotes the characteristic function of an F -measurable set A, then we always useĨ A for its equivalence class.
Besides, for any ξ, η ∈L 0 (F , R), [ξ > η] denotes the equivalence class of the F -measurable set {ω ∈ Ω | ξ 0 (ω) > η 0 (ω)} and I [ξ>η] the equivalence class of the characteristic function of {ω ∈ Ω | ξ 0 (ω) > η 0 (ω)}, where ξ 0 and η 0 are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ and η, respectively. Further, for any ξ ∈ L 0 (F , K), ξ −1 stands for the equivalence class of the F -measurable
where ξ 0 is an arbitrarily chosen representative of ξ. It is clear that and
Finally, for any A ∈ F we always useÃ for the equivalence class of A, namelyÃ = {B ∈ F | P (A B) = 0}, where denotes the symmetric difference of A and B. Further, let F = {Ã | A ∈ F }, we make the following convention: P (Ã) = P (A), ∀A ∈ F , and defineÃ \B = the equivalence class of A \ B andÃ ∪B = the equivalence class of A ∪ B for any A and B in F .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 needs Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 below. 
Proof. With no loss of generality, suppose By induction method, we can eventually obtain either a desired solution or the following system of linear equations
which is still equivalent to (2.1). Let λ i = β i,m+1 for 1 i m, λ m+1 = −IΩ and λ j = 0 for m + 2 j h, then such (λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ h ) satisfies our requirement.
Proof. Suppose A i = ∅ for some 1 i n, A, B ∈ A i and {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y i }, {y
Likewise, we haveĨ B λ j = 0 for 1 j i, and it follows that λ j = 0 for 1
which proves our claim.
Thus A i is directed upwards. Let A i =esssupA i , then there exists a nondecreasing sequence
Since E is finitely generated, E has the countable concatenation property, then y j := k∈N ′Ĩ C k y k j belongs to E for 1 j i. It is easy to check that {y j } i j=1 is a basis forĨ A i E, which implies A i ∈ A i . Finally, let A 0 = {A ∈ F |Ĩ A E = {θ}} and A 0 =esssupA 0 , then it is easy to verify that A 0 ∈ A 0 , which completes the proof.
For the sake of the reader's convenience, we give the notion of the countable concatenation hull of a subset of an L 0 (F , K)-module, which was first introduced in [9] .
Definition 2.3 ([9])
. Let E be an L 0 (F , K)-module and G a subset of E. The set of countable concatenations Σ n∈NĨAn x n with x n ∈ G for each n ∈ N is called the countable concatenation hull of G, denoted by H cc (G).
Clearly, we have H cc (G) ⊃ G for any subset G of an L 0 (F , K)-module E, and G has the countable concatenation property if and only if H cc (G) = G. For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we still need the following: Lemma 2.4 ([9, Theorem 3.13]). Let E be an L 0 (F , K)-module and G and M any two nonempty subsets of E such thatĨ A G +Ĩ A c G ⊂ G and
, which is unique in the sense of equivalence, called the hereditarily disjoint stratification of G and M, such that the following are satisfied:
We can now prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose E is generated by {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } ⊂ E and A i is defined as in Lemma 2.2 for 0 i n. Let A i =esssupA i for each i such that 0 i n and A i = ∅, then it follows from Lemma 2.2 thatĨ A i E is a free module of rank i over the algebraĨ 
Suppose for some k ∈ N such that 1 k n there exist an Fmeasurable subset B k of B and
By the choice of B k+1 it follows that I [|β k+1 |>0] = 0, which implies β k+1 = 0, and hence also
Consequently, by induction we can obtain an F -measurable set B n+1 and {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n+1 } ⊂ E such that P (B n+1 ) > 0 and {Ĩ B n+1 y i | 1 i n + 1} isĨ B n+1 L 0 (F , K)-independent, but this is impossible. Otherwise, suppose 
By Lemma 2.1 there exists a nontrivial solution (
The desired partition can be obtained easily once we can prove that P (A i ∩ A j ) = 0 when 0 i, j n and i = j. Suppose P (A i ∩ A j ) > 0 for some i, j such that 0 i, j n, then it is easy to verify thatĨ A i ∩A j E is a free module of both rank i and j over the algebraĨ
is a commutative ring with identityĨ A i ∩A j , it follows from [25, Chapter 4, Corollary 2.12] thatĨ A i ∩A j E has the invariant dimension property, which implies i = j and at the same time also proves the uniqueness of each A i .
In the later part of this section, we want to give two interesting results of finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-modules, which are closely related to the countable concatenation property. First, let us introduce a special finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-module. Denote by L 0 (F , K n ) the linear space of equivalence classes of K n -valued random variables on (Ω, F , P ), where n is some positive integer, define the module multiplication · :
Corollary 2.5. An L 0 (F , K)-module E is finitely generated if and only if E is module isomorphic to a submodule M of L 0 (F , K n ) such that M has the countable concatenation property, where n denotes some positive integer.
Proof. Necessity. By Theorem 1.1 there exist a positive integer n and a finite partition {A 0 , A 1 , · · · , A n } of Ω to F such thatĨ A i E is a free module of rank i over the algebraĨ A i L 0 (F , K) for each i which satisfies 0 i n and
It follows that for any x ∈ E there uniquely exists a set {ξ
It is easy to check that T is an injective module homomorphism and T (E) has the countable concatenation property since T (E) is also finitely generated.
Sufficiency. Suppose M is a submodule of L 0 (F , K n ) such that M has the countable concatenation property. For each nonnegative integer k, let us define
then it is easy to check that B k = ∅ for k > n. Let B k =esssup(B k ) for 0 k n and B k = ∅, then B k ∈ B k follows from the fact that M has the countable concatenation property. Besides, P (B j ∩ B k ) = 0 if j = k and B j and B k are not empty. If P ( {B k | 0 k n and B k = ∅}) < 1, then by the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 there exist an F -measurable set A ⊂ Ω \ {B k | 0 k n and B k = ∅} and {x 1 ,
which is a contradiction. Thus M is a direct sum of finite many finitely generated L 0 (F , K)-modules, which implies M is also finitely generated. 
n and n ∈ N}, then it is easy to see that E is a submodule of L 0 (F , K) such that E does not have the countable concatenation property and is not a finitely generated
Similar to the notion of an RN module, we have the notion of a random inner product module (briefly, an RIP module) over K with base (Ω, F , P ) (see [10, 9] for details). Define ·, · :
It is easy to check that (L 0 (F , K n ), ·, · ) is an RIP module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) and it is, of course, also an RN module. Moreover, (L 0 (F , K n ), ·, · ) is complete with respect to the topology of convergence in probability P , which is exactly the (ε, λ)-topology on
is an RN module and λ = |λ| for any λ ∈ L 0 (F , K). Recall that if X is a proper linear subspace of K n , then there exists x ∈ K n such that x = 0 and (x, y) = 0,∀y ∈ X, where (·, ·) denotes the usual inner product. Corollary 2.7 below shows that a proper submodule of L 0 (F , K n ) with the countable concatenation property has a similar property.
Corollary 2.7. Suppose M is a proper submodule of L 0 (F , K n ) such that M has the countable concatenation property, then there exists x ∈ L 0 (F , K n ) such that x = 0 and x, y = 0, ∀y ∈ M.
Proof. Notice that M is a proper submodule of L 0 (F , K n ) and has the countable concatenation property, it follows from Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 2.5 there exists a partition {A 0 , A 1 , · · · , A n } of Ω to F such that M is free on A i for 0 i n. By [19, Lemma 3.7] eachĨ A i M is a closed submodule of L 0 (F , K n ) with respect to the (ε, λ)-topology, and it follows that M is also a closed submodule of
Consequently the existence of the desired element follows from the orthogonal decomposition theorem [10, Corollary 4.1].
Helly Theorem
The proof of Theorem 1.5 needs Lemma 3.4 below as well as Theorem 1.1. To introduce Lemma 3.4, we give the notion of a random locally convex module, which includes the notion of an RN module as a special case as follows:
Definition 3.1 ( [18, 9] ). An ordered pair (E, P) is called a random locally convex module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) if E is a left module over L 0 (F , K) and P is a family of L 0 -seminorms such that { x | · ∈ P} = 0 if and only if x = θ.
Clearly, when P reduces to a singleton { · }, then a random locally convex module (E, P) is exactly an RN module.
Given a random locally convex module (E, P) over K with base (Ω, F , P ), we always denote the set of finite subfamilies of P by F (P). For each Q ∈ F (P), define · Q : E → L 0 + (F ) by x Q = { x | · ∈ Q}, ∀x ∈ E. Let ε and λ be any two positive numbers such that 0 < λ < 1, define N θ (Q, ε, λ) = {x ∈ E | P ({ω ∈ Ω | x Q (ω) < ε}) > 1 − λ} and denote N θ = {N θ (Q, ε, λ) | Q ∈ F (P), ε > 0, 0 < λ < 1}. Then N θ becomes a local base at θ of some Hausdorff linear topology, called the (ε, λ)-topology for (E, P). As shown in [18, 9] , L 0 (F , K) is a topological algebra over K in the (ε, λ)-topology, and a random locally convex module (E, P) over K with base (Ω, F , P ) is a topological module over the topological algebra L 0 (F , K) when E and L 0 (F , K) are endowed with their (ε, λ)-topologies, respectively. In the sequel of this paper, we always denote by T ε,λ the (ε, λ)-topology for every random locally convex module whenever no confusion exists.
Filipović, Kupper and Vogelpoth [21] introduced a new topology for a random locally convex module: given a random locally convex module (E, P) over K with base (Ω, F , P ), a subset G of E is T c -open if for each x ∈ G there exist a finite subfamily Q of P and ǫ ∈ L 0 ++ (F ) such that x + B Q (ǫ) ⊂ G, where B Q (ǫ) = {y ∈ E | y Q ǫ}. Denote T c by the family of T c -open subsets of E, then T c becomes a Hausdorff topology and (E, T c ) is a locally L 0 -convex module in the sense of [21] , so we often call the topology T c the locally L 0 -convex topology induced by P. As shown in [21] , L 0 (F , K) is a topological ring and (E, T c ) is a topological module over the topological ring L 0 (F , K) when (E, P) and L 0 (F , K) are endowed with their locally L 0 -convex topologies, respectively. From now on, we always denote by T c the locally L 0 -convex topology for each random locally convex module whenever no confusion exists.
Given a random locally convex module (E, P) over K with base (Ω, F , P ), let E * ε,λ be the L 0 (F , K)-module of continuous module homomorphisms from (E, T ε,λ ) to (L 0 (F , K), T ε,λ ), called the random conjugate space of (E, P) under the (ε, λ)-topology, and E * c the L 0 (F , K)-module of continuous module homomorphisms from (E, T c ) to (L 0 (F , K), T c ), called the random conjugate space of (E, P) under the locally L 0 -convex topology. It was proved in [9] that E * c ⊂ E * ε,λ and that E * c = E * ε,λ if P has the countable concatenation property, where P is said to have the countable concatenation property [21] if n∈NĨ An · Qn ∈ P for any countable partition {A n | n ∈ N} of Ω to F and any sequence {Q n , n ∈ N} of finite subfamilies of P. Specially, we have E * c = E * ε,λ for every RN module (E, · ), so we always use E * for E * c or E * ε,λ for an RN module (E, · ).
In fact, we proved in [11, 9, 15 ] that a linear operator f from an RN module (E, · ) over K with base (Ω, F , P ) to L 0 (F , K) belongs to E * if and only if there exists some ξ in L 0 + (F ) such that |f (x)| ξ x , ∀x ∈ E, thus E * coincides with Definition 1.3 and f * = {|f (x)| | x ∈ E and x 1}.
Lemma 3.2. Let (E, P) be a random locally convex module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) such that P has the countable concatenation property. If a subset G of E has the countable concatenation property, then so does the T c -interior
Proof. Suppose G • = ∅, {x n | n ∈ N} ⊂ G • and {A n | n ∈ N} is a countable partition of Ω to F , then there exists x ∈ G such that x = Σ n∈NĨAn x n by the countable concatenation property of G. If a sequence {Q n , n ∈ N} of finite subfamilies of P and {ǫ n ∈ L 0 ++ (F ) | n ∈ N} satisfy x n + B Qn (ǫ n ) ⊂ G for each n ∈ N, then it is easy to check that x + B { · } (ǫ) ⊂ G, where · = n∈NĨ An · Qn and ǫ = Σ n∈NĨAn ǫ n , so that G • has the countable concatenation property.
In fact, Lemma 3.2 motivates an interesting result, which is Proposition 3.3 below. Proof. We can, without loss of generality, suppose θ ∈ G. Let {y n | n ∈ N} be a sequence in E and {A n | n ∈ N} a countable partition of Ω to F , then for each n ∈ N there exist a finite subset Q n of P and λ n ∈ L 0 ++ (F ) such that {ξx | ξ ∈ L 0 (F , K) such that |ξ| 2λ n and x ∈ y n + B Qn (λ n )} ⊂ G since 0 · y n = θ and the module multiplication is continuous with respect to T c , which also implies λ n y n ∈ G. Moreover, by the countable concatenation property of G there exists y ∈ G such that y = Σ n∈NĨAn λ n y n , then letting η = Σ n∈NĨAn λ −1 n one can easily check ηy = Σ n∈NĨAn y n , namely Σ n∈NĨAn y n ∈ E. Lemma 3.4. Let (E, P) be a random locally convex module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) and G and M two nonempty L 0 -convex subsets of E such that the
for all x ∈ G and y ∈ M since f is continuous and G is included in the T c -closure of G
• .
In this paper we only need the following special case of Lemma 3.4:
Corollary 3.5. Let (E, P) be a random locally convex module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) such that P has the countable concatenation property and G and M two nonempty L 0 -convex subsets of E such that G and M have the countable concatenation property, the T c -interior G
• of G is not empty and
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 G • has the countable concatenation property, and hence H cc (G • ) = G • and H cc (M) = M, our desired result follows from Lemma 3.4.
We can now prove Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Necessity is obvious, it remains to prove sufficiency.
Let
-module of rank i for each i which satisfies 0 i n and P (A i ) > 0. Let {g j ∈ I A i S | 1 j i} be a basis forĨ A i S for some i such that 1 i n and
If P (A i ) = 0, then we define x A i = 0. Finally, we define x ε = n i=0 x A i , then x ε will satisfy (1) f i (x ε ) = ξ i for any i such that 1 i n and (2) x ε β + ε. Thus we can, without loss of generality, suppose
for any A ∈ F , once we prove this theorem for the case when
we can apply the proved case to eachĨ
LetB β+ε = {x ∈ E| x β + ε}, the above argument shows that
Moreover, it is easy to see that T (B β+ε ) is also an L 0 -convex subset with the countable concatenation property. 
• ), and thus
, and in turn a contradiction to the assumption.
Remark 3.6. It is necessary to require E to have the countable concatenation property in Theorem 1.5, otherwise the result may not hold. Here is an example, let E be defined as in Remark 2.6 and define · : E → L 0 + (F ) by η = |η|, ∀η ∈ E, then (E, · ) is also an RN module over K with base (Ω, F , P ). If f ∈ E * is defined by f (η) = η, ∀η ∈ E and take ξ =Ĩ Ω , β =Ĩ Ω , then clearly |λξ| β λf (in fact, |λξ| = β λf ), ∀λ ∈ L 0 (F , K), but there does not exist any x ∈ E such that f (x) = ξ.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose (E, · ) is an RN module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) such that E has the countable concatenation property, then for any
Where (E * * , · * * ) denotes the random conjugate space of (E * , · * ).
, then the result follows from Theorem 1.5.
As another application of Theorem 1.5, we will give Corollary 3.8 below, let us first recall the notions of random variables with values in a normed space and random linear functionals. In this section (B, · ) always denotes a normed space over K.
A mapping V from (Ω, F , P ) to (B, · ) is called a B-valued F -random element [27, 28] 
A B-valued F -random element is called simple if it only takes finitely many values. Further, a mapping V from (Ω, F , P ) to (B, · ) is called a B-valued F -random variable if there exits a sequence {V n , n ∈ N} of simple B-valued F -random elements such that { V n (ω) − V (ω) , n ∈ N} converges to 0 as n tends to ∞ for each ω ∈ Ω. It is easy to see from [28] that a B-valued F -random element is a B-valued F -random variable iff its range is a separable subset of B, and the notions of a B-valued F -random element and a B-valued F -random variable coincide when B is separable.
Denote by L 0 (F , B) the linear space of B-valued F -random variables under the ordinary pointwise addition and scalar multiplication operations, and by L 0 (F , B) the linear space of equivalence classes of elements in L 0 (F , B) under the ordinary operations on equivalence classes, where two elements in
is defined by ξx =the equivalence class of ξ 0 x 0 , where ξ 0 and x 0 are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ in L 0 (F , K) and x in L 0 (F , B) , respectively, and (ξ
, still denoted by · , namely x =the equivalence class of x 0 for any x ∈ L 0 (F , B) , where x 0 is as above and x 0 is the composition function of x 0 and the norm · on B. Then (L 0 (F , B), · ) becomes an RN module over K with base (Ω, F , P ) and it, clearly, has the countable concatenation property.
A mapping 
, where x 0 is an arbitrarily chosen representative of x, then it is known from [12, 29] that f * =the equivalence class of f 0 ess. , further by the theory of the lifting propery [30, 31] we proved in [12] that when (Ω, F , P ) is a complete probability space every f ∈ L 0 (F , B) * can also be generated by a sample-linear and samplecontinuous random functional f 0 : Ω × B → K in the way as above, and f 0 is unique in the sense that
K is also a sample-linear and sample continuous random functional generating f . ε 0 and an F -measurable subset Ω 0 of probability one such that the following two items are satisfied:
for each ω ∈ Ω 0 and each i such that 1 i n;
for any given n's K-valued F -random variables λ
n . In particular when B is separable (3.1) is equivalent to the following:
for any given α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α n ∈ K.
Proof. It is clear that (1) and (2) together implies (3.1), and thus we only need to prove that (3.1) also implies (1) and (2). In fact, for each i such that 1 i n, let f i be the a.s. bounded random linear functional on L 0 (F , B) generated by f and Ω 0 meet our needs. Finally, when B is separable it is clear that (3.1) implies (3.2), we will prove that (3.2) also implies (3.1) as follows.
Let Q be a countable dense subset of K, Q n =the self-product of n's copies of Q and Ω 1 = (r 1 ,r 2 ,··· ,rn)∈Q n {ω ∈ Ω | |Σ Corollary 3.9. Let (B, · ) be a separable normed space, (Ω, F , P ) a complete probability space, f G has an F -measurable selection x 0 ε 0 , which satisfies our desires. But the general cases such as Corollary 3.8 and 3.9 can not be obtained from [33, Theorem 5.10] , which exhibits the power of Theorem 1.5. Besides, Theorem 1.5 will mainly serve the future development of the theory of RN modules.
